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I have always loved Anish Kapoor’s sculptures. The scale, the colour, and
the way they emerge from landscapes, walls, ﬂoors and the ground.

Donald Judd is one of my favourite
artists. He has had a huge inﬂuence on
my vision and how I look at things. I am
attracted to his minimalist vision where
Judd has produced works that relate to
the human body that then relate to the
architecture it sits within.

My family has a little place just outside of
Kyneton, Victoria. This is the place where I
can go and feel at peace. The large, open
paddocks bring me back to basics.

SHANNON
MCGRATH
THE ARCHITECTURAL
PHOTOGRAPHER DRAWS
INSPIRATION FROM MANY
PEOPLE, PLACES AND
THINGS. SHE SHARES SOME
OF THEM HERE

22

On a holiday in Venice we ventured past
the tourist spots to the Brion-Vega cemetery
in San Vito d’Altivole. Carlo Scarpa designed it
speciﬁcally for one family, and I was amazed at
the architecture and rigorous design, including
its sympathy to the surrounding landscape.

SHANNON MCGRATH, GETTY IMAGES

Eduardo Chillida is a sculptor
from San Sebastián.
When visiting, I enjoyed his
massive abstract works, the way
the metal objects sat on the
ground − some solid and rooted,
others rising up and twisting in
abstract formations.

A photographic exploration of a primary
school hall reveals the controlled execution of a
sophisticated design.

In Los Angeles, I was completely taken
by the modernist architecture. The climate
there allowed architects such as Pierre
Koenig (Stahl House) and John Lautner
(Goldstein Residence) to experiment
with open-plan, and mostly concrete
and glass structures.

Marfa, a small country town in
the high desert of far West Texas,
is my art Mecca. I went there to
visit Donald Judd’s largest body
of permanent work. It’s such a
tiny town, but it’s where I got the
best coffee in all of the USA!

From ﬁlm and transparency to
digital, I love the photography
equipment that I have used
over the years, as they are a
major part of the
image-making process.
I have never let go of a camera
so am now counting about
10 in all sizes, as well as four
current working computers.

I was impressed with the quality of
the architecture in Copenhagen.
I discovered the Grundtvig Church
by Peder Vilhelm Jensen-Klint
and the Bagsværd Church by
Jørn Utzon. Simple, beautiful
structure with clean lines.

I love that the images on
Instagram are so transient
– they are an experience
rather than a lasting image.
I have seen some brilliant
images taken on phones
and shared on Instagram.

66. SHIP SHAPE

When I visited New York and Chicago I was completely
blown away by the enormity of the skyscrapers. I spent
days just shooting buildings. Many of the images I shot
are now in my personal series of works.
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Breathing new life into a Lavender Bay boatshed.
LAVENDER BAY BOATSHED RESIDENTIAL

25. CREATE A DATE
S

A canine creation for man’s best friend.
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RESPECT FOR THE HISTORY OF A BOATSHED IN
SYDNEY’S LAVENDER BAY AND THE ABUNDANCE
OF NATURAL LIGHT IT HAD ACCESS TO HAS LED
TO THIS STUNNING TRANSFORMATION INTO A
BRIGHT, AIRY RESIDENCE

28. UNCOMMON
OCCURRENCE

74

Luke Mutton had a strong vision for his cafe
Common Galaxia, so he designed it himself.
66
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COMMON GALAXIA

PROJECT DETAILS

DESIGNER: Luke Mutton
FURNITURE DESIGNERS: Justin

Lamont of LifeSpaceJourney and
David Davenport of Illogical Study

DESIGNER Luke Mutton
WRITER Emma

de Smit

PHOTOGRAPHER Armelle Habib

W

hen you’ve put as
much thought into
a project as Luke
Mutton has for the
design of his cafe in Melbourne’s
inner west, Common Galaxia, it just
doesn’t make sense to hand over the
reigns to another party.
Although he has no design
background – hospitality is his gig –
thanks to the impressive collection
of images he’d amassed on tumblr,
Mutton had no shortage of ideas for
the aesthetics of his cafe. He decided
to handle the design process himself,
and instead of getting a draftsperson
to do the drawings, Mutton proceeded
to get the hang of 3D modelling
program SketchUp.
“It was so easy to use – it’s the
greatest thing ever. I looked at a few
how-to videos and away I went,” he
recalls. “It really helped me articulate
what I wanted when I was talking to
the builder and furniture designer.”

ABOVE: LifeSpaceJourney made the copper tea caddies and the
raw steel shelves that support them. RIGHT: A clear direction,
derived from Luke Mutton’s collection of inspirational images, led
to a coherent aesthetic throughout the cafe, from the joinery to the
ceiling, the furniture and the light ﬁttings.
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TAKING ON AN AMBITIOUS INTERIOR DESIGN PROJECT
WITHOUT ANY PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE MAY SEEM
LIKE A RECIPE FOR DISASTER, BUT HAVING A CLEAR VISION
AND THE DRIVE TO LEARN SOME SOFTWARE PAID OFF FOR
LUKE MUTTON AND HIS CAFE, COMMON GALAXIA

occurrence

74. FILTER & FOCUS

BUILDER: Matt Tonner, Fido Projects
GRAPHIC DESIGNER: We Buy Your Kids
CARPENTRY: Kyran Starcevich, The

Makery Club
CEILINGS: CNC-routed hoop pine
CUTLERY HOLDERS & DRAWERS:

Powder coated steel
COFFEE POUR-OVER STAND: Solid
brass and oak from Illogical Study
FLOORING: Existing concrete ﬂoor
sealed with CCS Decrathane Satin
FURNISHINGS: Raw steel chairs from
LifeSpaceJourney. American oak
stools from Illogical Study
JOINERY: American oak and oak
veneer counter & benches from
The Makery Club, Brunswick
COUNTER TAPWARE: Bent copper
pipe, gas lever handles for taps
by Craig Roney
LIGHTING: Clear-coated raw-spun
steel from LifeSpaceJourney.
Globes from Edison Globes

This house edits encroaching suburbia
from its view.

CLOCKWISE
FROM BOTTOM LEFT:

Metal shelving accentuates
the industrial edge; the Common
Galaxia logo, designed by We Buy
Your Kids; Magazine racks; Brass
and oak coffee pour-over stand by
Illogical Study; Light designed by
LifeSpaceJourney; American oak
is a motif in the cafe, appearing in
the tabletops, wall benches, joinery
and stools.

There is certainly a clear link between Mutton’s photos on tumblr and
the appearance of Common Galaxia – proof perhaps that SketchUp can
help laypeople achieve a building result that matches the ideas swirling
around their heads.
“I do collect a lot of Scandinavian and modern Japanese design images
on tumblr. I tried to think about why I like them and why they work,” says
Mutton. “They seem to be warm and woody and timeless, and that was the
inspiration for Common Galaxia.”
With its American oak bar, stools and cladding on the walls, and CNCrouted hoop pine plywood ceiling, Mutton’s cafe does achieve a beautiful,
clean feel. Going beyond that, there’s a distinct industrial edge to the
space. In keeping with the Bauhaus-inspired images of furniture and
lighting Mutton stockpiled on tumblr, these elements of the cafe have a
manufactured, geometrical aesthetic.
Morally opposed to the concept of replica furniture and lighting,
Mutton engaged a number of local craftspeople to build these items. David
Davenport of Illogical Study made the swivel stools and ﬁlter coffee pourover stand; Justin Lamont from LifeSpaceJourney created the chairs,
lights, bar sink and even the copper tea caddies.
Exemplifying the incredible amount of consideration that went into
this project, the triangular shape of the wall-mounted hanging lamp is
mirrored in the shape of the stools’ legs – not something the average
customer sipping their superb coffee would notice, but it clearly makes
Mutton very pleased. “I wanted to design a totally cohesive cafe,” he says.
“Everything in here was purposefully designed for this cafe, to ﬁt with the
overall design and the story of the place.”
Common Galaxia is a terriﬁc example of what a layperson can achieve
with the help of modern technology. Thanks to tumblr and SketchUp, and
the input of talented people like Justin, David and builder Matt Tonner
from Fido Projects, Mutton has been able to don the hat of designer,
with great success.

Architect statement

80. SKY’S THE LIMIT

My objective was to design a
cohesive identity, incorporating
the history of the area into
the branding and aesthetics.
Common Galaxia is the
name of a whitebait ﬁsh the
Aborigines used to ﬁsh for when
Europeans ﬁrst settled along the
Maribyrnong River. ‘Common’
also refers to what we all have
in common – a love of specialty
coffee, good food and design.
‘Galaxia’ represents a forwardlooking cafe design. All in all it
was a great team effort, where
all involved wanted to create an
original and thought-provoking
cafe. There is also an underlying
message about supporting
local Melbourne designers and
to discourage the ubiquitous
replica designer chairs that
are so prominent in cafes and
restaurants. If we put so much
effort into the quality and ethics
of coffee and food, why should
we be stopping at the quality of
the furniture and build?

A high pitch over a party wall provides a bright
new addition to an Edwardian cottage.

LUKE MUTTON
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A pilgrimage to the ﬁnal resting place of
Canberra’s creator.
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The design of this kindergarten aims to shape
children’s learning experiences.

86. IN THE FLEMISH
FASHION
Antwerp’s fashion designers are still going strong,
but now the city is making its mark in the world of
architecture and design.
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95. KITCHENS AND
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Stylish and functional ideas and designs.

106. INSPIRATION
Louis Kahn’s National Assembly Building in Dhaka
has been a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on architect
Richard Hassell.
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FRONTIER ANTWERP

51° 13 N

04° 24 E

Neutelings Riedijk’s striking
terracotta Museum
Aan de Stroom

IN THE

Flemish

HAVING LONG BEEN A FIXTURE IN THE
WORLD OF CLOTHING AND COUTURE,
ANTWERP HAS IN RECENT YEARS
MADE ITS MARK ON THE MAP OF
ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

FILIP DUJARDIN

D
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WRITER Robert Bevan
PORTRAIT & STUDIO

FASHION

ries van Noten, Ann Demeulemeester, Dirk Bikkembergs
– think Antwerp and you think fashion. Or so has been the
case for the past few decades at least. The Antwerp Six, who
graduated from the city’s Royal Academy of Fine Arts in the
1980s, rebranded the city as an incubator of radical chic – a serious rival
to the Tokyo fashion scene. Previously it was more likely that images of
van Dyck, diamond trading and dining on horse meat sprang to mind.
Many local architecture studios got their breaks creating shops for
their fashion friends and they have been joined more recently by a roster
of international architecture stars; Zaha Hadid’s new port authority
building, for instance, will hover like a giant concrete stiletto above
the banks of the Scheldt river when complete. Increasingly, Antwerp is
deﬁning itself through architecture as well as by assiduously courting the
‘cool city’ moniker with its fashion museum and design centre.
For some 150 years from the beginning of the 16th century Antwerp
was the main port of the Low Countries, a centre of the Northern
Renaissance before it shuffled away from the limelight of mainstream
cultural, if not economic history. And despite the best efforts of Hitler’s
V-2 rockets – nowhere was targeted by them more – a legacy of glorious
art and architecture remains. Arrive at Antwerp’s ﬂamboyant central
station and you are immediately witness to its riches. The tallest building
in Antwerp remains the pierced stone spire of the Cathedral of Our Lady,
despite the city also claiming Europe’s ﬁrst skyscraper, the 26-storey
Boerentoren (1932).
The city’s port itself, however, is now a long way down river and the old
docks area has become the focus of the city’s regeneration efforts after decades

PHOTOGRAPHER Ronald Stoops

of post-war decline. Now there are buildings by luminaries including David
Chipperﬁeld and Diener & Diener and the recently completed Museum Aan
de Stroom by Neutelings Riedijk, a startling terracotta colour and curved glass
tower that exhibits the history of the city. This regeneration is being guided
by Kristiaan Borret, appointed as Stadsbouwmeester by Antwerp’s designconscious aldermen. Not a city architect as such, more a critical friend
and design champion: “There is a stable political coalition that creates
a baseline for good architecture,” says Borret. It is inspired by the Dutch
model rather than the French: “But the scale is completely different, more
piecemeal.” It produces more variety with smaller developers and smaller
projects. “It means a ﬁner grain, a richer urban renewal. In comparison to,
say, London’s docklands, we have more quality and the historic layers are
preserved. The city we produce is more complex.”
Belgium might be increasingly divided between Flanders and the
francophone south but, with a population of half a million, Antwerp is by
far the country’s largest city, competing with the colossal port of nearby
Rotterdam and acting in concert with other nearby cities such as Ghent.
International names such as Studio Job, Vincent van Duysen and Gert
Voorjans still make their home here, anchored by its creative community,
great transport connections and the lack of global city stresses.
The coming challenge, says Borret, will be dealing with a 10 per cent
growth in population over the next decade: “We need to think about the
renewal of the 20th century belt of the city to make it more dense and
accessible by transport.” The city has a structure plan by Italian practice
Secchi-Vigano, but, he adds: “We have to apply the same ambition as in the
19th century city. It is not as sexy but it is necessary.”
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FRONTIER ANTWERP

51° 13 N

Artful design

Dutch duo Job Smeets and Nynke
Tynagel met at the Design Academy
Eindhoven with both moving to
Antwerp after graduation and
setting up Studio Job in 2000. Their
work prioritises the decorative and
ironic over the modernist or industrial

Q Antwerp is most well-known
overseas for its fashion culture. How
has this affected the city and the
place for other kinds of designers
within the city?
A Antwerp is a cultural city. Design
is a fairly new discipline for the
city but there are great interior
designers and decorators situated
in Antwerp who all play on the
highest international level, such
as Gert Voorjans, Vincent van
Duysen and Axel Vervoordt.
Q Is there a distinctive Antwerp
approach to design that is different
from French-speaking Belgium or the
neighbouring Netherlands?
A In the post-war period there
were more international overlaps.
In that period, in the Netherlands,
you see Cees Braakman and
Wim Rietveld inspired by the
US, designers like Eames and
Nelson. Nowadays, I would say
Belgium is more inspired by the
French than by the Dutch. In fact,
it is the same in politics. Design
is also inﬂuenced by interior
architecture – it’s about how to
feel good in your living, shopping
or working space.
Q Has your work been inﬂuenced by
the local context?
A Very much so, but the historical
context – the Flemish Primitives
and [Belgian] Surrealism. I’m
always surprised contemporary
design in Belgium hardly seems
to be inﬂuenced by the city’s
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unbelievable artistic inventions.
Many designers separate art
from design and are drawn
toward architecture. Architecture
in Belgium is mostly inﬂuenced
by modernism. The Primitives
and Surrealism are too
dramatic for these true
Modernists.

Ukrainian designer
Lena Lumelsky
graduated from the
Antwerp Academy
in 2006, where she
worked within various
ateliers before setting
up her womenswear
label in 2009. Her
futuristic style, which
still uses crafts, won
the Mango Fashion
Award in 2010

04° 24 E

Made with love
Q Is there a distinctive Antwerp
approach to design that is different
from French-speaking Belgium or the
neighbouring Netherlands?

Q Why did you decide to come to
Antwerp and how has your work
been inﬂuenced by the local context?

A Yes, I think it starts at Antwerp

revolution that happened in
fashion thanks to the Belgians and
Japanese and I was inspired by
what is idealised as the freedom
that Antwerp designers have.
Antwerp’s fashion scene nowadays
is very international, so there is
this mix of cultures that creates an
atmosphere you want to be in.
I am trying to follow traditions of
craft, which I believe are fading
away little by little. I believe in
slow fashion, in clothes made
with love and understanding.
While computer technologies can
bring my work to a modern level I

academy [Royal Academy of Fine
Arts] where students are guided
from the ﬁrst year to develop their
own unique style and vision. This is
the main characteristic of Antwerp
fashion to me: each designer has
an original style. In Holland I see
a more surrealistic, futuristic or
architectural approach, while in
Brussels [fashion] designers are
inﬂuenced by French heritage.
In Antwerp every designer is a
personality. It gives another spirit
to the clothes and a certain attitude
to somebody wearing them.

A I was inﬂuenced by the

Q Is Antwerp a good place to
operate from and work in?
A Historically Antwerp used to
be an important harbour city
with its own golden age and that is
what Antwerp is still to us:
a do-city, an export city.
We know the craftsmen, the
artists, the workshops and the
ateliers. Antwerp is big enough to
have a decent private life – when
not travelling – but compact
enough to be surrounded by the
things you need to realise ideas.

A GERRIT RIETVELD CHAIR ON DISPLAY
AT THE STUDIO JOB SHOWROOM

Q So do you often work on projects
within Antwerp?
A Never, Flemish people don’t like
the Dutch unfortunately.

WORKBENCH OVERLOOKING ANTWERP

cannot feel using a computer,
I need to work on a doll – to
touch, to feel.
Q Where do you ﬁt into the Antwerp
picture? Is it a good place to operate
from and work in?
A It is small and cosy, it’s

sometimes very grey. But I am so
happy to live in this city – I feel
at home. When it’s raining I am
happy to stay indoors and work
in the studio, and when the sun is
shining, I’m happy to drink coffee
outside with friends.
Q Which other Antwerp designers
past or present do you admire or feel
the inﬂuence of?
A Martin Margiela – I think my
ﬁrst strong feeling about seeing
a piece of clothing was his. I was
captured by conceptual fashion,
by deconstruction, by breaking
the rules, as were many students
of my generation. Raf Simons is an
example of an intellectual approach
and of a personality you want to
be like. I fell in love with tailoring
and design for men because of
his collections. A.F. Vandevorst
– there is always something
mysterious and seductive in their
style; I love leather and love their
sophisticated/provocative design.
Haider Ackermann makes
bohemian clothes without falling
into bad taste or too bourgeois
a look. I think he is exploring
a new type of sex-appeal
without vulgarity.

Q Which other Antwerp designers do
you admire?
A That must be the fashion side.
We admire their skill in building
up these amazing international
brands – we know how difficult
that is. Ann Demeulemeester,
Dries van Noten, Martin Margiela
– but also painters like Luc
Tuymans. Overall, Belgians are
smart entrepreneurs.

A BLEND OF CLASSIC AND BOLD DESIGNS

LENA LUMELSKY’S WORKSPACE FEATURES
A FELINE AND PLENTY OF FASHION
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FRONTIER ANTWERP

26° 6 0 S

28° 9 0 E
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Taking
many forms
Stefan Schöning was born and raised in Antwerp
and set up his industrial design office in 1994.
His output ranges from his origami chair, Folder,
to corporate design for the Belgian railways and
improving the design of traffic lights
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Q Antwerp is most well-known
overseas for its fashion culture. How
has this affected the city?
A The fashion scene in Antwerp

has deﬁnitely helped put our city
on the map but this [creative]
scene has always been present,
with ample examples such as,
historically, the painters Rubens,
van Dyck and Permeke, and
novelists Conscience and van
Ostaijen. And today, artists – such
as Luc Tuymans – to authors [like]
Tom Lanoye, theatre, opera and
music from artists like dEUS and
Netsky. Less known is that the
design school also has an output
of successful graduates in car and
furniture design.

Q Is there a distinctive Antwerp
approach to design that is different
from French-speaking Belgium or the
neighbouring Netherlands?
A Difficult to say, but the Flemish
approach is often sober, with a
lot of serenity and with an
elegant simplicity.
Q How has your work been
inﬂuenced by the local context?
A Since Antwerp is, and always

has been, a port and trade town,
there’s a strong international
inﬂuence. The fact that the ﬁrst
presentation of the Antwerp Six
fashion designers was such a
success encouraged me to show my
work at 100% Design in London,
Salone del Mobile in Milan and
imm in Cologne. In a way, what
happened in the city has pushed
my boundaries.
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Q Is Antwerp a good place to
operate from and work in?

SAVE

A Its human scale makes it a very
liveable city with the advantages
of a compact town, yet with all ‘big
city’ amenities. Another plus is
the proximity of major European
cities such as Amsterdam, London
and Paris. Our studio is in the
heart of town, which helps me a lot
to connect to people in the street.

39%

Q How is the identity of the city
changing? Is what is happening in the
docks a good thing or is it becoming
like any other European port?
A You can see what a building such
as the Museum Aan de Stroom
brings to a rather neglected
neighbourhood; new bars and
restaurants that jostle for clients,
supermarkets and businesses
settle and property prices rise.
Yet on the other hand, I sincerely
hope that the original character
of ’t Eilandje [the docks island]
will not disappear completely,
because the mix of all the different
nationalities holds a lot of charm.
Q Do you often get to work on
projects within Antwerp?
A We realised the ‘modenatiesofa’

for the MoMu, the fashion museum
in Antwerp, but I would love to
design something for the city that
stimulates people to get together.
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DESIGNER INSIDER

Serene and simple

Architect Vincent van Duysen’s respect for local
craftsmanship is evident in his designs

HOME AND LIVING ROOM OF VINCENT VAN DUYSEN

BORN IN NEARBY LOKEREN,
Vincent van Duysen’s career
has seen him make waves
internationally, as well as making
an impact on the landscape of
Antwerp. Touting his own brand
of minimalism that is at odds with
the ‘bland’ and ‘impersonal’ style
of the Flanders region, van Duysen
values the choice of local materials
and the craftsmen who know how
to work with them.
Antwerp’s new Central Youth
Hostel, with its honed bluestone
facade and projected artworks,
must be the most elegant hostel
going. For a humble building
type the quality is astonishing.
“The ambition that the city has
to promote creativity makes me
proud to live in Antwerp,”
says its architect, Vincent
van Duysen.
He graduated from Ghent’s
prestigious Saint-Lucas
architecture academy before
spending time in Italy working
with Aldo Cibic and Ettore
Sottsass, ﬁghting off both the
post-modernism excesses of the
time and Belgium’s suburban
mentality where everybody
“has a brick in their stomach” –
the desire to build their own
little house.
Van Duysen set up his own
practice on his return to Antwerp in

1990 and is in demand at the
high-end internationally.
Often marked down as a
minimalist, Van Duysen says
the characteristically minimal
contemporary Flanders style
actually doesn’t appeal to him. “I’m
not really fond of it. The linens
and woods, neutral tones – bland,
monochromatic, impersonal.”
Instead, he confesses to a severe
bent that has its roots in Calvinism.
“I’m attached to serenity, to
simplicity, to vernacular spaces that
people have made themselves with
local materials and primary forms.”
A dairy or cloister would be ideal
commissions. “We have amazing
small workshops in Antwerp,”
he says. “Carpenters, stonemasons
who can carve a basin or a bath from
a block of stone. This is very rare in
New York or London or even Italy.”
He now exports his craftsmen along
with designs – whether working
on an office building in Riyadh,
private houses or the largest men’s
shoe department on the planet at
Selfridges, London – but he doesn’t
need to be based in a global city:
“I can access the world from Brussels.
I’m a very loyal person; my family
are in Amsterdam and I have found
an amazing space which is
my sanctuary.”

A R C H I T O U R

Antwerp carries the ‘cool
city’ moniker. Spend your
time in the city in the
ﬁnest fashion

SHOP

RA 5
Designer soup? Opening in 2009,
the rather fabulous Ra concept
store promotes local fashion – Lena
Lumelsky included – books, avantgarde bits and bobs, as well as a
cafe. Ra Paris has since followed.
Kloosterstraat 13,
ra13.be

RA

STAY

HOTEL JULIEN 6
Hotel Julien is a
contemporary remodelling
of two historic buildings
with a roof terrace offering
panoramic views of the
old town’s roofscape.
Fine-art photography
lines the walls.
Korte Nieuwstraat 24,
hotel-julien.com

HOTEL JULIEN

A N T W E R P

See map p93
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FISKEBAR

Hendrik Conscienceplein 1
This is a charming, cobbled
Italianate square and
contains baroque Carolus
Borromeus church with a
facade reputedly by Peter
Paul Rubens.
MODE MUSEUM
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Law Courts Building 2
The 2006 building by
Richard Rogers was
inspired by oast houses
(hop kilns) and the barges
on the nearby Scheldt.
It was built on the site
of the old Zuid freight
station, closing off a 1.5km
boulevard through the city.

The Antwerp Cathedral 3
The cathedral, ﬁnished
in 1518, is the tallest in
the Low Countries. It sits
between the Groenplaats
and the Grote Markt both
lined with magniﬁcent
16th century guildhalls
and houses.

Cogels Osylei 4
Cogels Osylei is the
spine of the art nouveau
Zurenborg housing district
and is home to some of
the city’s most freakily
self-indulgent architecture.
Lots of fun.
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Eat

FISKEBAR 7
Belgian seafood is not to be
missed and this great ﬁsh
restaurant in the lively Zud area
is stylish and friendly with a
white-tiled utility interior.
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Marnixplaats 11,
fiskebar.be
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